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upper intermediate

Open mind
B Correct the sentences in which the 
underlined use of the past perfect or the past 
perfect continuous is wrong. Tick (✓) the correct 
sentences. There is at least one correct sentence.

0 By the time he was thirty, he had been starring in 
eleven films.

 had starred

9 I was five minutes late but luckily, the meeting hadn’t 
been starting.

  

 10 It was strange. I’d thought about Max all morning 
when he suddenly called.

  

 11 He’d been touring the country, playing gigs, 
for years before his career took off.

  

 12 When I called round, she’d been studying for ten 
hours and was in need of a break.

  

 13 I’d never been considering working for myself until 
I read that article.

  

 14 By 2013, they’d already made three records.

  

 15 By September of that year, they had been drawing 
up plans for three main floors of the library.

  

Unit 7: Grammar and vocabUlary test a

Grammar

A Write the possessive apostrophe (’s) in the 
correct places in these sentences.

0 Ellie guitar playing is just fantastic.
 Ellie’s

1 Sophia and Lucas bedrooms are at different ends of 
the house.

  

2 Her chief interest is in women health.
  

3 Matias career has really taken off.
  

4 I’ve never been to Sara and Ben apartment. Is it 
near here?

  

5 Understandably, they want to live near their 
children school.

  

6 My mother parents house was on the coast.
  

7 Paris population is currently over 2.2 million.
  

8 The thieves fingerprints were found at the scene.
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Open Mind upper intermediate

Vocabulary
A Replace the underlined part of the 
sentence with the correct form of an option 
from the box. There are two extra options.

miniature   take off   come up with   template   
personalised   bring out   innovative   catch on   
manufacture   affordable   look up to

0 Her career started to be successful overnight. 
took off

1 Most of their goods are made by machines overseas. 
 

2 Of course, it’s very hard to predict which styles 
will become very popular and fashionable. 

 

3 Our unique range of made different for each person 
gifts are perfect for any occasion from birthdays to 
weddings.  

 

4 There was a very much smaller railway in 
the park, which the kids enjoyed looking at. 

 

5 All these goods are produced using a basic 
pattern or example from which others are made. 

 

6 It’s so hard to keep inventing new styles and designs. 
 

7 We’re looking for designs that are new and advanced. 
 

8 We badly need homes that are cheap enough to buy. 
 

C Correct the sentences which have 
mistakes. Tick (✓) the correct sentences.
0 He asked for a list of the mens’ names.
 men’s

 16 Hi. I’m Adam’s and Ella’s mum.
  

 17 My mother’s mother’s name was Rosalie Thorne.
  

 18 Dan and Ethan’s personalities are very different.
  

 19 I absolutely loved Jamie’s singing.
  

 20 I often stay at my grandparent’s house.
  

 21 I was impressed by the players’ excellent  
teamwork.

  

D Choose the correct options to complete 
the texts.

A Yesterday, I saw Annie coming out of her office.  
I could tell she (0) has been crying / had been crying /  
had cried because her eyes were red. I took her into 
my office and after I (22) have fetched / had been 
fetching / had fetched her a glass of water, she told 
me the problem. Apparently, she (23) has forgotten /  
has been forgetting / had forgotten to send an 
important letter to a customer, and now that customer 
(24) has complained / had been complaining / hadn’t 
complained to Annie’s boss, who is really angry.

B Recently, I (25) have been looking / had been  
looking / had looked after my brother’s dog. I went 
round to visit him a few weeks ago, and I was really 
shocked when I saw the dog, because it was obvious 
that my brother (26) not been taking / hadn’t been 
taking / had been taking care of it properly. It looked 
so thin, I was sure he (27) hasn’t given / hadn’t been 
giving / not been giving it enough to eat.

C My friends Monica and Jim (28) have moved / had 
been moving / had moved recently, to a small house 
near the town centre. They were sad to leave the 
home where they (29) have brought up / had been 
bringing up / had brought up their family, but it was 
much too big for them, especially after the children 
(30) have left / had been leaving / had left home.

Score   / 30
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Open Mind upper intermediate

 20 All our   are manufactured in the UK.
A products
B staff
C adverts

 21 Products may use lower quality   to make them 
more affordable.
A designs
B materials
C staff

 22 A personalised product  .
A is suitable for use in private
B is designed by one person
C is made suitable for a particular person

D Complete the text with the options from 
the box. Remember to use the correct form of 
the verbs. There are two extra options.

come up with    innovative    top quality    

miniature    bring out    personalised    unique    

catch on    take off    draw up    affordable

When I graduated from fashion college, I wanted to 

start my own company. I knew that I would need to offer 

something really original if my business was going to  

(0) take off . Eventually,  

I (23)   the idea of making hats, but 

hats with a difference! Instead of having them  

ready-made, we offer a completely  

(24)   service. First, customers come 

to me and describe exactly what they want, then I go 

away and (25)   a design for them. 

Then, if they like it, I get it made by one of my specialist 

team. I’ve been asked to make some amazing designs, 

including one for a keen cyclist that was covered in  

(26)   bicycles. I can’t imagine 

that that’s a fashion likely to (27)  ! 

My customers are usually pleasantly surprised at how  

(28)   my hats are, considering that we 

use (29)   materials, and of course they 

are getting something completely (30)   

– they can certainly be sure that nobody else will be 

wearing the same one!

Score   / 30

Total score   / 60

B Complete the words. The first letter 
is given.

0 That’s when they c ame  u p  w ith  the idea. 

9 Because these items are handmade, each one is 
totally u  .

 10 The surfing world champion has just b    
o   a range of surf boards.

 11 Although their clothes are not cheap, they are  
t   q  , and really do last 
for years.

 12 It was after the release of his second record that his 
career really t   o  .

 13 We asked a designer to d   u   
a few designs for us.

 14 Chloe really admires her older brother. She’s always  
l   u   to him.

 15 A lot of people find children’s clothes very 
expensive. We wanted to bring out a range that was 
a   for everyone.

C Choose the correct options to complete 
the sentences.
0 Something is unique when  .

A it is the best of its type
B it is the only one existing
C it is very expensive

 16 A template   for making more, similar, things.
A gives you instructions
B is used as a pattern
C provides the materials you need

 17 If you look up to someone, you   them.
A are scared of
B like
C admire

 18 Something that is innovative uses  .
A new ideas
B modern equipment
C high quality materials

 19 Our company brings out   every year.
A designs
B high profits
C new products


